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Because of Covid-19 people are getting
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more concerned about crowded places.
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In their daily lives this could result in many
different outcomes. Some will avoid certain
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By creating ‘memory lanes’ it gives the

What is our concept?
We want to create a visual indicator for
various types of crowded places. So that
people have the ability to choose and learn
about visiting crowded environments. Our
goal is to empower people by enhancing
their understanding of crowded places.
The solution seems simple. Make a portion
of a place where people walk visually
distinctive. For instance by giving it a clear
white color. If people walk on that area it
slowly attracts filth from footmarks. In this
way people can visually understand how

ability to choose if you want to enter an
area or not. Also it’s a way to learn and get
to understand crowded places in new ways.
A hospital for instance could learn what
places are more crowded and therefore
should be cleaned more often.
After a pre-chosen period the footmarks
on a ‘memory lane’ should be erased. For
example every morning so it becomes a
repetitive and logical cycle.
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What do we want to develop?
First we want to develop an easy implementable version of ‘memory lanes’ and start
experimenting with it. We want to research using different materials to see what benefits they
bring to our concept. For instance a vinyl floor could be easily washable. But using UV-light
in combination with neon paint could bring a more distinctive and visual look. Furthermore
we want to experiment with floor LED screens. These could add a layer of interactivity to our
concept which could increase the scope of possibilities.

Where do we see this going?
An easy and cheap version of this could help many countries dealing with crowded places.
Also experimenting with it would create more creative ways of using it by discovering new
solutions. Also our patented solutions could be used to make it a product which can be used
worldwide.
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Which prompts could be benefited by our solution?
Environment
•

We believe that this helps facilitate new ways to move around the city in a Covid-19 age.

•

This could help to maintain and live in urban dense places in the face of opposition due to
COVID-19.

Health
•

Because ‘memory lanes’ can help people make more informed decisions of wether they
want to visit a crowded area or not. Health services could keep people more healthy,
rather than dealing with illness.

•

Having a visual indicator for crowded places could also reduce stress for people. For
instance when a place seems uncrowded by entrance and suddenly it is.

•

This could help support advances in the prevention and public health agenda. We believe
that both people, implementors and researchers could be empowered and learn from
‘memory lanes’ in different ways.

•

As social distancing measures will be part of our lives for the foreseeable future, this
could help design our infrastructure to support healthier living.

•

This could potentially make our healthcare systems and processes be designed to be
more hygienic, without increasing waste. Because both public and private spaces could
learn about which places are more crowded then others.

Memory lane after 300-500 people

Memory lane after 1000-1500 people

Memory lane after 5000-7000 people

Who are we?
This concept is created by Karim Khamis and George Adegite. We are the founders of
Cablai, a den agency in Amsterdam. We specialize in creating collector’s items for the music
industry. In our free time, we create concepts that could benefit society in impactful ways.
For this project, we would like to collaborate with Wouter Pocornie. As an architect/urbanist
and researcher, whose contributions would considerably add to specifying the strategy
and implementation of our concept in the spatial dimension. Wouter specializes in R&D, is
experienced in working in multidisciplinary teams, and has been featured in international
platforms, including the Venice Bienalle (2020/21): ‘International Online Exploratorium for 21st
Century Values for Survival’.

